
California and the entire West experienced an 
extreme and prolonged heat wave in September 
2022. In response, Governor Newsom issued several 
emergency proclamations, and the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO) instituted 
a grid emergency for 10 consecutive days. Both 
the CAISO-managed grid and the grid for the 
entire Western United States hit all-time highs for 
customer electricity demand. A similar heat event 
occurred in California and the West in August 2020. 

California’s publicly owned electric utilities (POUs)
serve 25% of the state and are governed by local 
elected officials. They took supply- and demand-
side actions to address power supply shortages 
in the CAISO balancing authority area to keep the 
lights on and avoid outages. POUs in community 
owned balancing authorities that POUs operate 
managed their own supply and demand, and also 
coordinated closely with the CAISO.

Maintaining electric reliability — keeping the lights 
on 24/7 and being prepared to handle numerous 
contingencies — is a complex task that involves 
intensive engineering and planning, and adherence 
to state and federal standards. 

Maintaining electric reliability is even more 
challenging in the summertime because of two big 
issues. The first is persistent heat storms across 
the West that cause everyone in the region to use 
their air conditioners simultaneously, which limits 
states’ ability to share electric resources. The 
second challenge is meeting the “net peak,” when 
both utility-scale solar farms and rooftop solar 
panels produce less electricity as the sun sets, but 
customer demand persists into the evening hours. 
Generation resources that are able to come online 
in just a few minutes — such as natural gas power 
plants; hydroelectric generation; and increasingly, 
batteries — are utilized to meet the net peak 
demand.

California POUs take seriously their obligation 
to provide reliable electricity. As the state plans 

1 Balancing authorities manage electric supply in real time to meet demand. CAISO is the largest balancing authority in 
California, covering 80% of the state. Four community owned balancing authorities cover the rest of the state. 

for 100% clean energy by 2045 and the new 
steppingstone targets adopted in 2022 of 90% 
clean by 2035 and 95% clean by 2040, POUs are 
working with state and industry leaders to enhance 
reliability and safeguard against future outages. 

POUs and Water Agencies Coordinated with State 
Leaders, Encouraged Conservation, and Ramped 
Up Power Output During the September 2022 Heat 
Wave

Throughout the 10-day heat wave, the Governor’s 
office coordinated the statewide effort. California 
POUs participated in twice-daily coordination 
meetings. The Governor’s emergency proclamations 
freed up additional generation. The Governor’s 
office coordinated customer messaging statewide, 
primarily focusing on encouraging conservation 
between 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. as the sun set and solar 
generation ramped down, while the heat remained 
along with the need statewide for air conditioning.

In addition, POUs that control generation ramped 
up their power output as much as possible. POUs in 
community-owned balancing authorities that had 
sufficient capacity exported their excess energy to 
help utilities in the CAISO that were short on power.1 
Although the amount of energy varied each day and 
by hour, the assistance provided to the CAISO grid 
was about 1,000 megawatts (MWs) — enough to 
power 750,000 homes.

POUs also worked closely with their customers to 
reduce demand during critical hours. For example, 
POUs contacted their major customers — such 
as airports and ports — to ask that they reduce 
their electricity usage during key hours. Water 
agencies, which use substantial electricity to 
move water around the state, also took actions 
to reduce electric demand, such as switching 
pumping operations from grid power to backup 
generators. Water agencies and POUs that operate 
hydroelectric dams also ramped up power output, 
as allowed by permit conditions. 
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Considerable Work Is Underway to Implement 
State Budget Solutions as Short-Term Measures for 
Electric Reliability

In 2022, the Legislature and Governor created 
several new programs to help address summer 
electric reliability during the coming few years. The 
Demand Side Grid Support Program provided $200 
million for utilities to pay their customers to reduce 
energy use during extreme events, which frees up 
power for other needs. Working closely with the 
California Energy Commission (CEC), POUs were 
able to enroll enough customer load reduction 
during peak hours to reduce strain on the CAISO 
grid by the equivalent of 300,000 homes. 

The Department of Water Resources (DWR) also 
now operates a $2.2 billion Electricity Supply 
Strategic Reliability Reserve Program to help pay 
for specific electric resources that maintain summer 
grid reliability. DWR can use this funding for a 
variety of reliability investments of its choosing, 
and four POUs have worked with DWR to site 200 
megawatts of new dispatchable generation that will 
contribute to grid stability.  

The state’s Distributed Electricity Backup Assets 
Program provided $495 million in incentives for 
upgrading existing generation or deploying new 
zero- or low-emission technologies, including 
energy storage. This program did not begin in time 
to assist with summer 2022, but the CEC is currently 
developing guidelines for summer 2023 and the 
POUs are coordinating on program implementation.

POUs that participate in the CAISO balancing 
authority area are also working with the CEC to 
develop new approaches to their planning reserve 
margins — extra power they can have available in 
case of contingencies — to account for climate 
change and extreme weather events. 

Planning Long-Term for a 100% Clean and Reliable 
Energy Grid: Solutions are Needed 

California’s ambitious laws require 60% renewable 
generation by 2030 and set utilities on a path for 
90% renewable and zero-carbon energy by 2035, 
95% by 2040, and 100% by 2045. California law is 
rewiring the grid: utilities are swapping out legacy 
generation for new technologies, including batteries, 
solar, wind, virtual power plants, and more. 

Achieving the state’s clean energy goals will require 
a record-setting buildout of additional clean energy 

resources, most of which have intermittent output. 
Maintaining reliability during this buildout will 
require careful long-term planning based on local 
utility and customer needs, and a willingness to 
confront tough issues in ways that will ensure the 
electric service on which we increasingly rely is 
available when we need it. 

There are many things needed to maintain reliability 
during California’s transition to clean energy, 
including these three important issues:

Supporting POUs’ ability to procure flexible, 
diverse generating and storage resources, and to 
create customer programs reflecting the needs of 
their communities and operating systems. Ensuring 
flexibility and local control over their systems will 
continue to empower POUs to meet state clean 
energy goals while planning for contingences and 
emergencies to ensure reliability and resiliency of 
the grid.  

Keeping traditional generating assets online until 
there are proven, robust, cost-effective replacement 
resources with similar reliability attributes. California 
is moving away from natural gas power plants, but 
as the CEC and ARB recognized, natural gas plants 
are still critical to reliability today. Selectively turning 
off these assets without analyzing the full scope of 
the impacts, and ensuring sufficient resources are 
brought online that have similar characteristics, will 
degrade electric reliability. 

Continuing to provide state resources that 
emphasize collaboration and coordination among 
state energy agencies and POUs. CMUA and its 
members worked closely with the CEC, ISO, and 
Governor’s office to help keep the lights on in 
September 2022 and are partnering to implement 
the reliability programs from the 2022 state budget. 
It’s important the state continue to invest in 
reasonable solutions that can help POUs maintain 
reliability during the clean energy transition. 


